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 Dipole field regulation PLC program in progress 
 Testing PLC code with Python code which simulates MPS current readouts. 

 Installed Python program and RS-232 Serial Libraries on “dsg-hallc-2” computer  
 Debugged timing issues in python code, noticed delays to transfer data from serial port to PLC.   

 Evaluated the possibility of adding PID control to the Dipole Regulation PLC program. 
 Modified HMI test screen.  

                                          
HMI screen developed to test dipole field regulation PLC code 

 Debugged SBC card program used to read magnetic field from PT2026 
NMR unit and send data readouts to SHMS and HMS PLCs. 
 Continued developing Python code to read NMR and update tags on PLC. 
 SBC card program unable to send field readouts to HMS and SHMS PLCs. 

 Error: “Insufficient memory”. 
 Found that the default module for interfacing with a PLC assumes controller is in slot 0, for both HMS 

& SHMS systems. Currently, SHMS PLC controller located in slot 1 and HMS PLC controller located 
in Slot 2. 

 SBC code corrected and magnetic field readout from PT2026 NMR unit are available in the HMS 
and SHMS PLCs. 

 Tested remote reset functionality of PT2026 NMR unit 
 Reset function command sent remotely and noticed that command worked even when PT2026 was 

frozen. 

 Moved SBC to 2nd floor of counting house since its IP address was changed 
to the Hall C subnet.  
 New IP address assigned: 129.57.165.21 

 Installed terminal block and wires to set up connection between UPS and 
HMS and SHMS PLCs. 
 Cabling to monitor 24 V signal for PLC controllers’ UPS installed in counting house rack. 

 Ends of cables still need to be connected to PLC channel and 24 V supply. 
 Hall C must make final connections to PLC and power supply. 

 Cabling with appropriate connectors on hand for detector hut UPS monitoring, but due to limited 
time before run starts, this part of the task may be postponed until next downtime period. 

 Final connection to the PLC modules is waiting to be completed by Hall C tech. 
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 Completed PLC routine for monitoring UPS units. 
 Code given to Hall C as PDF to be checked and downloaded to PLCs. 

 DSG is waiting for information from Hall C on: 
 What they mean by “Valve tune responses” 
 SHMS LVDT I/O module.  
 HMS quadrupoles. 

 


